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,

From discussion of analysis by ProPublica of Compas Algorithm,

Washington post, 2016, Corbett-Davies et al.

From analysis by ProPublica of Compas Algorithm by Northpointe
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Fitting a function y = f(x) to data (xi, yi) goes under many names:

• regression analysis (statistics)

• input-output analysis (systems theory)

• (deep) learning (computer science)

In the news f is now called an algorithm.

An algorithm may describe the data well

and can be useful for prediction (if not overfitted),

but does not give a causal model
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A causal model

• explains (need theory?)

• predicts after intervention

• refers to counterfactuals

Finding a causal model typically needs a designed experiment

Observational data may be used together with theoretical modelling and

dedicated analysis techniques

A crucial quantity is the propensity score:

Probability

(

person belongs to data GIVEN confounding variables

)

.

Big data allows to estimate this accurately?
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Most data-analysis gives uncertain conclusions

Probabilistic modelling gives error bands, confidence statements, significance

levels, posterior distributions, generalization error, ...

How to do this with big data?
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Most data-analysis gives uncertain conclusions

Probabilistic modelling gives error bands, confidence statements, significance

levels, posterior distributions, generalization error, ...

How to do this with big data?

Travel times of surfaces waves: nonparametric Bayesian analysis in earth science. Left: posterior mean (a two-dimensional surface shown by

colour coding); right: uncertainty quantification by the posterior spread. From Bodin and Sambridge, Geophs. J. Int. 178, 2009, 1411–1436.
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Natural algorithms may fail

Left to right: increasing amount of data

(Problems arise because the algorithm is trying the impossible)
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When making many discoveries simultaneously, being conservative is wise



Selection Bias,

Censoring,

Accuracy,

Modelling
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Responsible Data Science

genomics,

proteomics,

metabolomics,

systems biology,

medical signal analysis,

astronomy,

neuro science,

geo-science,

criminology,

....
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